
Look to the many, not the few to increase wealth creation. All economies are highly 
interconnected webs of value chains, their worth far greater than the sum of their parts.

Gap analysis of this web of actors, focusing on the forest – not the trees, is a powerful 
approach. Not only can it identify outright gaps, but misalignments, thin patches, and 
opportunities to strengthen the regional economic fabric. 
 
Value Chains

For example, mining supply and services is a supporting industry that must align ever 
more closely with the global, US$900 billion (2013) mining industry it serves.  World-
wide, miners such as Glencore, Vale, and Barrick are increasingly integrating their own 
value chains, in part by rationalizing their supplier base. Below, we summarize the Value 
Chain Model that underpinned our gap analysis of mining supply and services for a 
group of Northern Ontario communities.

The mining supply and services industry provides a wide range of outputs that cover 
the entire life cycle of a mine, from prospecting through closure and site rehabilitation 
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– the latter a growing market, taking off since 2000. Separating mining supply and services, 
according to the segment of the mining value chain served, facilitates gap analysis. There are 
two major segments.

1. Pre-Construction, CDN$2.3billion (2013): It begins with exploration to find ore deposits; it ends with 
discovery, an evaluation of their potential.

An example of a pre-construction supporting activity is the Exploration Report. It is the output 
of a specialized value chain that we can better analyze by drawing on the technology systems 
model.

Technology systems incorporate a hierarchy of underlying inputs to offer complete solutions 
for users. These underlying inputs combine major subsystems which, in turn, are created from 
components & parts, supported by lower level inputs. 

E.g.: The Exploration Report is a complete solution that evaluates a potential mine site. It inte-
grates major subsystems of the exploration effort such as fieldwork and soil sampling, which 
in turn rely on components & parts such as laboratory services and their analysis of cores from 
portable drilling. The most basic materials which support the higher levels of the technology 
system include geophysical instruments, information and data management. The user puts 
the Exploration Report to work, assisted by technical services from its authors: i.e., after-sales 
service. And like all products, creating the Exploration Report ultimately depends on broader 
social resources such as a skilled workforce.
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is a series of articles that explore how technology is reshaping the economy and serves to better 
inform decision making in business and government.

2. Build & Operate (CDN$56.6 Billion): It is served by multiple supporting value chains that can be 
grouped into four categories, as shown below.

Just as in the previous example, each supporting value chain can be analyzed according to the 
six hierarchical levels derived from the technology systems model.

The Bottom Line

Models like the value chain and technology systems to support a gap analysis of regional 
industries are only as good as the information gathered.

A bottom-up process works best. In-person meetings (50 in this case) determined:

1. Outputs: key mining supply goods & services;
2. Value-Added: how these outputs better meet miners’ wants and needs;
3. Inputs: those most important in suppliers’ Cost of Goods Sold;
4. Process: how value is added; and
5. Industry Context: the ‘rules of the game’ imposed by markets, regulations, human 
resources, finance, technology, and established practices.

Valuable information is all about connecting these dots.


